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"Does it get any better than this? Tyler...is an absolute master of the genre!"-Fresh Fiction for Her
Wild HeroHE'LL DO ANYTHING FOR HER Former Special Forces Lieutenant Jayson Harmon can't
believe that his war scars don't matter to beautiful feline shifter Layla Halliwell. Why would she
saddle herself with a broken man? But Layla knows that Jayson is a hero to the core, and that only
she can heal his wounded soul. So when Jayson is deployed on another deadly mission, no way is
Layla staying behind...X-Ops Series Her Perfect Mate (Book 1) Her Lone Wolf (Book 2) Her Secret
Agent (novella) Her Wild Hero (Book 3) Her Fierce Warrior (Book 4) Her Rogue Alpha (Book 5)Her
True Match (coming March 2017)More praise for Paige Tyler's X-Ops series: "Non-stop action and
thrilling romance."-Cynthia Eden, New York Times bestselling author"Sexy, smart and
suspenseful-Paige Tyler just keeps getting better!"-HelenKay Dimon, bestselling author of the Bad
Boys Undercover series
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I've been waiting for this story since we were first introduced to them. I just knew as soon as I "met"

them individually, that they were going to end up together. I was so happy to learn I was right on
their pending coupledom.Fifteen months ago, Jayson was leading his first mission with his Special
Forces team after finally getting the okay from his commander, and best friend, Captain Landon
Donovan. Yes, that Landon (see book one, Her Perfect Mate for Landon and Ivy's story.) However,
it doesn't take long for Jayson to realize they were led into an ambush, a fact he blames himself for.
While his team eventually persevered, Jayson was seriously injured, a fact that he's still struggling
with. His girlfriend, Layla (yep, Ivy's, from book one, little sister), and his job running the shooting
range with the DCO (Department of Covert Operations) helps him cope with everything, but it's
getting harder. The constant pain, the wondering if it'll ever fully heal, the depression, and his
always expecting Layla to realize she deserves "better" is weighing him down more and more as the
days go by. Jayson knows he's probably ruining the best thing that ever happened to him, yet he
can't seem to stop pushing Layla away, hurting her, provoking her.Layla, a feline shifter, is a
psychologist by trade, yet she wants to be a field agent just like Ivy. She's been training, and
excelling at it, and will be mission ready very soon. She knows this isn't the best time to leave
because things have been strained between her and Jayson for a while now, for reasons she
doesn't understand. She also knows Jayson is having trouble with her being a field agent, knowing
that it's no longer an option for him.

His sore back if far from the only ache that Jayson Harmon brought back from Kabul. He feels the
only good thing in his life is his girlfriend, catshifter Layla Halliwell. Jayson has not been at his best,
to put it mildly, and this because he loves her but he feels unworthy. Layla is beginning to wonder if
trying to love Jayson is all worth it, when her answer comes from an unexpected source.
Jaysonâ€™s boss at DCO â€“ the Department of Covert Operations â€“ made Jayson an outrageous
proposition, which Jayson cannot refuse; he needs this to try to feel alive again. But when Layla
hears of Jaysonâ€™s foolish endeavour, she throws caution to the wind; she will see that he comes
home alive, even if she has to wing it!Unbelievable but true! HER ROGUE ALPHA is the fifth book in
Paige Tyler fantastic X-Ops series, which shows no sign of slowing down! The continuing story arc
gets even more complicated, and there is so much action, you barely have time to breathe before
something else happens. This book might be a bit harder for a newcomer to the series, but the story
is so exciting, itâ€™s worth the effort; the worst that could happen is that you would want to read all
the previous books, which you would never regret.Jaysonâ€™s plight felt so real I had tears in my
eyes at the beginning, but wow! When he comes to his senses, itâ€™s magnificent and absolutely
believable! Layla is just your typical Paige Tyler female character: fabulous, fierce, engaging and

she actually saves the day; how wonderful! I loved how the romance between Layla and Jayson
progressed: every facet of the feelings they had for each other grew as they faced dangerous
situations; nothing felt fabricated. Thatâ€™s exactly how I like a romance to unfold. And O joy!

I love the blend of paranormal romance and suspense in this series. Each story draws the X-Ops
team one step closer and sometimes two steps back from defeating their enemies, but the plots are
engaging and the romances satisfying.This is the fifth installment in the series and I would
recommend reading them in order and including the novella because of the suspense plot threading
through them all and the main characters sometimes overlapping from the previous book.This one
picks up the story of Layla and Jayson. Layla is Ivy's younger sister and has now just earned her
mission-ready status. Unfortunately, that complicates an already strained relationship with Jayson.
Jayson was once a special forces leader until his back was severely wounded from shrapnel. Now
he is in constant pain and feeling useless. Jayson takes his bitterness out on Layla and knows he
will lose her if he doesn't figure out how to be worthy of her. Layla loves Jayson fine just the way he
is, even her cat nature side is attracted, but she doesn't know how much longer she can hang on
while he pushes her away.Into this situation, the slimy assistant director insinuates himself with
Jayson and promises him a completely healthy body if he takes the untried new hybrid serum.
Jayson is desperate. He is thrown into a mission to test him and it deteriorates fast in the war-torn
Ukranian streets. Layla no sooner comes off her mission than she turns around and races to Jayson
because of the unstable dangerous drug coursing through him.Meanwhile, Ivy and Landon
encounter a shifter jewel thief who unwittingly conducts a heist against the wrong guy and nabs
more than a diamond when she cracks the safe. The hunt is on to find her and not all the hunters
plan to leave her alive.
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